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KINDLE UNLIMITED & PRIME CAN READ THIS BOOK FOR FREE!Would you like to decorate
your home with handmade work that you made by yourself? Are you looking for some interior
design ideas? In this book you will learn how to decorate your home with mosaic projects; some
easy and some more complicated. The book contains step-by-step projects like hot pot bases,
mirrors and picture frames, candy plates, and many more mosaic ideas. If you love mosaics and
want to get new ideas â€“ this is the perfect book for you. Donâ€™t wait for tomorrow, letâ€™s start
the mosaic journey now!
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Great purchase. Exactly the colors I need for my mosaic. Ill buy other products from the seller and I
highly recommend it.

My mother raised me to be a "crafty" sort of person. We made plaster casts and painted things like
Aztec calendars when I was a kid. A cool thing we did when my parents built a house was to make a

family project out of stained glass, but we did it by my parents' ingenuity. The windows turned out
really cool, but I wonder if they might have been even better had we had this book. My parents
would have had a fit if we had intentionally broken up cups, mugs, glass tile, and such for other
projects. I love that Eshet encourages the aspiring artist in all of us to go ahead and break some
things to make some things. The book has awesome step by step instructions including safety
precautions for working with sharp, breakable materials. I've honestly never thought about making
mosaics on/with some of the objects Eshet shows. The book includes beautiful photos of actual
projects to let you know anything is possible. Beautiful tables, bookends, wall art, and more come
out looking like pieces that would be expensive if you were to find them in a shop. Make them
yourself, tell visitors about them, and save a lot of money with your creativity. If you have one
creative bone in your body, get this book and make your home your own. You are only limited by
your imagination, and this book will help you unlock that to whole new levels.

In college I had a roommate who used to make the most beautiful mosaic tables. I always watched
her do it with awe but never really thought that I could do it for myself since I am not very artsy. My
daughter has been bugging me to do a mosaic table with her for years now (bolstered no doubt by
my college tales!) so I finally decided to take the plunge! This book has the such a great resource! It
showed us exactly what tools we needed and exactly how to make a mosaic. We used the
information to make our first table and it came out great! We will definitely be using some of the
other instructions to make other projects!

Excellent! The author gives step by step instructions in a simple language that makes anyone to
succeed completing the projects. I strongly recommend the book to anyone willing to learn the art of
mosaics.
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